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I have just taken my husband 
to the station to catch the train to
London, a daily task I’ve undertaken
for the past 20 years now and it still
gets no easier having to get up so
early at 6am! The Autumnal air this
morning was lovely though and I
noticed the tree in our front garden
is beginning to turn colour, a true
sign that the season is changing,
which I’m pleased about. 

What a strange Summer it has
been. We were so busy as a nation
celebrating our successful Olympic
bid on the 6th July when the tragic
and senseless bombings of the fol-
lowing day occurred in London. 

Indeed that morning there were
problems with my husband’s train,
so they had to alight at Luton and
change - unbeknown to him he 
then travelled the rest of the way 
in to London on the same train as
the bombers. It was some time later
that morning until I was able to 
contact him to find he was safe, but
some of the people who were killed
worked within his hospital trust. It
was so sad and senseless and our
hearts go out to those who suffered
and continue to do so. Such events
make us all perhaps reflect on and
evaluate life and I know I did. 

Later that month my whole fam-
ily gathered to celebrate the 80th
birthdays of my parents and it was
wonderful to be together, something
that doesn’t happen that often as we
all live so far apart. Being one of four
children, we each have two sons so 
it was quite a party! The grandsons
range from 12 to 26 years and they
all seem to have grown up so quick-
ly. There was indeed a prize for 
the one who gave birth to the first
granddaughter, but having two very
lively boys and a sister who had
twins, I decided to give up in the
attempt - I wasn’t sure I could cope
with twin boys on top of the sons 
I already had! 
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Jane Chiodini.

My youngest, Jack, has just
returned to school for his last year -
it seems no time at all since I was
taking him into his first reception
class! Now he’s a strapping 17 year
old, a black belt in karate, learning to
drive and planning to go university
to read English. Was it his love of 
literature that led him to go and 
see the new film version of Jane
Austen’s ‘Pride and Prejudice’ in the
cinema last weekend I wonder, or a
certain Ms Keira Knightley! Which
ever, he declared it an excellent film.  

Now my boys have grown in to
young men, they bring pleasures 
in other ways, but the memories of
their childhood are happy ones. I
work with a lot of people who are
coming into this stage of life and 
I feel a particular joy when a new
baby is born. Just this month two
friends have delivered baby girls - so
I’ll close here to go and make a card
each for Amelie Grace and Annabel
Edith to welcome them into the
world and celebrate the precious 
gift their parents have been given.

Take care,



3D Découpage
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1. Cut out all of the parts
shown. Cut between the
front and back of the card,
the bear’s foot and card, the
wreath and card as shown.
Sticky fix into place and
glue the card front, card
back panel and bear’s foot
where shown.

1. Cut out the parts shown and cut the bear
from the background and the gate. Sticky
fix the houses and trees into place and glue
the bottom edges. Sticky fix the gate into
place and glue the right edge. Cut between

How To Make The Cards:
The first layer of each design is a full print which is not shown.

Work the other layers onto it after mounting it into the card except
for DC312, DC316 and DC317, which are worked first then
mounted into the card. 

White gaps in the diagrams show where to cut between pieces
and blue lines show glue. Note: due to lack of space in the instruc-
tions sticky fix has been abbreviated to fix where necessary.

2. Cut out the parts shown.
Sticky fix the bow into
place. Cut presents away
from the bear. Cut between
the head and body and the
leg and body where shown.
Sticky fix into place and
glue tummy, bow and foot
where shown. Cut between

the boots, then sticky fix bear into place and glue the
boot where shown.
2. Cut out the parts shown. Sticky fix the gate catch
into place and glue as shown. Cut between the head
and scarf, sticky fix bear into place and glue the scarf
as shown.
3. Cut out all of the parts shown and sticky fix the ear
and face into place gluing the ear where shown. Cut
around the bottom of the hand and around the arm as
shown. Curve the hand up and the tree below it down,
sticky fix tree into place and lift hand as high as possi-
ble. Sticky fix arm into place, use two pads stuck on
top of each other at the paw and glue at the shoulder.

DC316

the two presents, lightly
fold the square present on
the painted lines, sticky fix
into place and glue where
shown. Sticky fix the round
present into place.

3. Cut out all of the parts
shown. Sticky fix the bear’s
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ear and arm into place and glue them 
both as shown. Gently curve the sides 
of the present top down and sticky fix 
into place. Sticky fix the two present 
bows, the bear ’s bow and the part top 
bow into place. All the little holly leaves
are glued, no sticky fixer, into place by 
the bottom of the leaves or by the berries
where there are some. Once the glue is 
dry lift the holly leaves to enhance the 
3D effect.
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Sticky fix the pillar box pieces into place
and glue the edges as shown. Cut the bow 
from the hat and set it aside to use later, 
sticky fix the rest of the head into place.
Cut between basket and coat, present and 
holly and around the arm as shown. Sticky
fix into place and glue coat at shoulder 
and around the basket as shown. Glue the 
holly on the right where shown.

3. Cut out all of the parts shown and sticky
fix all except the snow into place, then 
glue each one where shown. Sticky fix 
the bow saved earlier into place. The fore-
ground snow should be fixed into place
just about overlapping the bottom of the
feet and post box, then glued outside the
picture area.

1. Cut out all of the parts shown then cut
between the post box and girl as shown.
Sticky fix post box into place and glue the
left edge. Cut between the feet and the coat
and collar, sticky fix into place and glue
the top edge and foot as shown. Sticky fix
head into place and glue collar front as
shown. Sticky fix the robins into place.
2. Cut out all of the parts shown and then
cut between the girl and pillar box pieces. 

bells. On top robin, cut between
face and scarf and between
tummy and scarf as shown. Fix
top part into place and glue top
of both bells, right hand bell,
robin’s scarf by hat and scarf on
tummy as shown. Cut between
the three robins, begin with the
right hand robin. Cut between
scarf tails, sticky fix into place
and glue the scarf tail and at
neck as shown. Left hand robin,
Cut head off along scarf top,
cut along wing top as shown.
Sticky fix wing and scarf into
place and glue scarf by music
sheet as shown. Sticky fix head
into place and glue left side as
shown. Fix middle robin into
place.

1. Cut out parts shown. Cut between the
beams under the bells as shown, then cut
the top robin away from the lower ones as
shown. Fix top half into place and glue tail
and beam as shown. Cut the three robins
apart, fix right hand robin into place and
glue the left edge as shown. Fix left hand
robin into place and glue the right edge as
shown. Fix middle robin into place.
2. Cut out parts shown and cut between
the top and bottom robins. Cut between

3. Cut out the parts
shown. Cut between
beam and bells then
between the two
bells as shown. Cut
the rope from the
right bell, fix bell
into place and glue
left edge and top as
shown. Cut the clap-
per from the left
bell, fix clapper and
glue the top. Fix the
bell and glue the
top. Fix the beam
slightly lower
(2mm) than normal
so it covers the tops
of the bells and glue
top edge of beam.
Cut between wing
and head of top
robin and between
bottom of rope and
bobble. Fix wing
into place and glue
top and bottom of
rope. Glue feet into
place where shown.
Cut the hat at both
sides as shown, fix
into place and glue
hat as shown. Fix bobbles into place. Fix the three
robin wings into place and glue each as shown. Fix 
the check brim into place and glue as shown. Fix the
middle robin’s face and hat brim into place.

DC317
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2. Cut out parts shown and begin with 
the lady. Cut between shawl and shoulder
down to the apron, along top of apron 
and under sleeve as shown (it is ok to cut
across the hand). Sticky fix into place then
glue apron under present, under arm, and
shawl above the present as shown. Fix 
present bow into place, cut bobble off hat
and set aside to use later. Cut the body
from head at the curls in hair as shown, 
cut under the arm as shown. Curve body
down under arm, sticky fix into place and
glue at top and by hair as shown. Sticky 
fix head into place.
3. Cut out parts shown and sticky fix the
fur trims, scarf, hat and apron pocket into
place, gluing the fur and scarf as shown.

1. Cut out parts shown and cut between
the lady and present as shown. Work on
the lady first, cut between dress and boots,
fix boots and glue tops. Cut between the
dress and apron strings as shown, fix lady
into place and glue apron and body where
shown. Girl, cut in the five places shown.
Fix legs into place and glue tops as shown.
Fold present on the painted corner, sticky
fix girl into place and glue the present and
coat at scarf and hair where shown.

into place and glue the side where shown.
Sticky fix the front snowman into place.
2. Cut out all of the parts shown and sticky
fix the six individual heads, buttons and 
bobbles into place. Cut between the two
heads, sticky fix bobble hat head into place
and glue face as shown. Cut between the
thumb and hand, between the arm, scarf
and the neck and tail of scarf as shown,
sticky fix into place and glue the arm and
scarf as shown.
3. Cut out all the parts shown and sticky
fix all except the brown hat and cane into
place. Cut between the hat and cane and
sticky fix the cane into place sliding it into
the cuts you made in the previous layer so
he is holding it properly and feeding the

1. Cut out (yellow lines) all snowmen as
shown. Cut away the two front snowmen
and the back three snowmen. Start with
the back ones cutting between each where
shown. Gently curve the back one down at
each cut to accentuate the separation then
sticky fix into place. Cut around the arms
of the middle snowmen in the two places
shown, curve down at the cuts and sticky
fix into place then glue the bottom of 
the front one. Cut between the front two
snowmen, sticky fix the bobble hat one

DC3141 2
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end under the scarf tassel as painted. Cut
the two sides of hat as shown and sticky
fix into place. Glue the brown hat, brim of
woolly hat and scarf as shown.

Cut the lady’s arm under the shawl and
above the sleeve. Fix into place and glue
above wrist as shown. Fix the bobble 
saved earlier into place. 



Stars & Beads
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By Karen Clough

Materials Required:
6.5cm Diameter Gold Metal Bangle.
Good Quality Gold Metallic Machine
Embroidery Thread.
7 x 5mm Gold Beads.
8 x 7mm Copper Six Point Sequin Stars.
A Small Eyed Needle (to go through the beads).
Gold Label Stickers: XL409U-01 Happy
Christmas and XL003U-01 Stars.
Clear Tape and Double Sided Tape.
Card Mount: SF06U-46 Hammer Cream.

To Make The Card:
Thread the needle with about a 1 metre length

of gold thread. Attach the thread to the bangle about 4cm from the 
end (to leave a tail),
tying with a secure
knot. This is position 1
on the diagram. 

Each bead and star
are threaded on in the
following way. Pass
the thread through
the bead or star, take 
it round one side and
back through the hole.
This allows the item to
be moved along the
thread to the desired
position, but stops them moving when you don’t
want them to.

Thread a star then
two beads and another
star on to the thread as
described and move
them all so they are
close to the bangle. Lay
the thread across the
right side of the hoop,
pull tight and knot at
the point marked 2 as
shown. To get the exact
position, place the work 
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on the diagram above with the original knot
at point 1 and tie the second knot at 2. Use the
diagram for the position of the other points 
as you work, the thread is shown in different
colours for clarity. Continue threading as follows.

Thread on a star, a bead and a star (blue line)
then pull tight and knot at point 3. Thread on a
bead, a star and a bead (mauve line) then pull
tight and knot at point 4. Thread on a star, a bead
and a star (pink line) then pull tight and knot
at point 5. Thread on a bead, a star and a bead
(green line) then pull tight and knot back at 1. 

Make a hanging loop by knotting the two
ends together and trim off any excess. Place the
opened out card face down on a flat surface,
mark out and cut an 8cm diameter circle onto the
front panel (all the other designs are shown in
DA09U cards, which you may prefer to use for
this design also). 

Lay the hoop centrally in the aperture space
with the loop at the top centre. Tape the loop
onto the back of the card above the aperture with
clear tape. Cut one 4cm length of gold thread,
loop it around the bottom centre of the hoop and
tape the ends onto the card below the aperture. 

To finish the card add a peel off greeting and
decorate with peel off stars in assorted sizes. 
The hoop can be removed and used as a tree 
decoration in the following year or years.



Dove Of Peace
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By Estelle Mallalieu

Materials Required:
Thin White Card - 16cm x 22cm,
Hammer White Card-14cm square
and Constellation Shantung 
Card - 7cm x 12cm.
A4 Sheet of Thin Tracing Paper.
Tracing Paper 7cm x 12cm: 
TR003 (parchment weight).
Embossing Mat and 
Ball Embossing Tool.
1 or 2 Needle Pricking Tool 
and a Pricking Mat.
Sliver Glitter Glue.
White Gel Pen.
Peel Off: Silver Christmas Wording (or fine 
silver pen) and Gold Spare Dots.
Holographic Peel Off: Silver Stars.
Large Silver Bubble Stars and Lilac 4mm Dots.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: DEC3U-35 Black.

To Make The Card
Cut the large piece of white card to 212mm x

156mm, score a line along the middle and fold in
half. Place inside the black card mount with a
narrow, even edge showing all round. 

Lift the front panel of the black card. Glue all
over the back of this panel then fold it back over
the white card and press firmly to stick. The back
is not glued at all.

Trace the dove and
wing from the diagram
on the left onto the thin
tracing paper (ignore
the pale coloured lines
for now). Retrace over
card to make the body
and one wing from
hammer white and a
second wing from the
shantung card.

Glue the body onto
the front of the card
mount with the curve
of the breast 1.5cm
from the bottom of the
card and central from
side to side. 

Glue the shantung
wing into place using
the pale blue line on the

Actual Size
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diagram as a guide for the position
and angle. Then glue the hammer
white wing into place using the
pink line as a guide. Put this aside
for later while you work on the
parchment wing.

Place the parchment weight
tracing paper over the diagram
(below) of the wing and trace both
the outline and pattern using the
white gel pen. The dotted line and
grey line are for guidance only and
do not need tracing.

Place this tracing face down
on the embossing mat. Using the
small ball tool, emboss inside the
whole width of the swirls and
between the pairs of lines. Emboss
the hearts and all the stars except the large star,
don’t emboss the flowers.

Place the wing face up on the pricking mat
and using the single or two hole tool, prick all
round quite close to the outline previously traced
as shown by the dotted line around the edge. The
pricked holes must be kept quite close together.

Gently tear along the pricked line to remove
the parchment around the wing. The grey line
on the diagram shows where to glue, leaving the
rest free, glue the wing onto the dove using the
green line on the previous diagram as a guide
to the position and angle. 

Apply tiny gold sticker dots (waste pieces)
around the join of the wing to the body and one
to each embossed heart. Pick the dots up on the
point of a craft knife, touch onto the parchment

and hold in place with a finger while you (care-
fully) remove the knife.

The wording can be done with tiny peel off
stickers or written by hand using a fine silver
pen then apply the smaller sticker stars to the
background. The larger stars and dots are bubble
stickers, but holographic stickers would work
instead. Embellish the tail using silver glitter glue
drawn in sideways ‘Y’ shapes. 

If you don’t fancy trying your hand at parch-
ment craft, the dove can be worked without it. 
Above: Dove cut from hammer white card with one
wing from shantung, one from gold and one from ivory
Abaca paper decorated with peel off dots. It is mounted
on an Alchemy white sparkle card for a softer look.

Below: The dove is cut from gold Angel Hair paper
backed with Nature paper, one wing is cut from
Angel Hair paper and one from ivory Abaca paper. The
Nature paper is curled at the head and tail (by pulling 
a scissor blade across it, like curling ribbon), the Abaca
paper is curled at the wing tips only. Decorated with
peel off dots and stars.

Actual Size



Slightly Sheepish
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By Gill Darlington
This design uses a lot of different colours of

polymer clay (Fimo) which any clay worker is
likely to have already but, if you are new to fimo
buy a couple of strong colours like red, yellow
and purple and mix some paler ones by adding
some white. It is not essential that all the colours
are exactly as the design here.

Materials Required:
Fimo Clay in Following Colours: Deep Blue,
Deep Green, Medium Green, Light Green, White,
Black, Orange, Purple, Lilac, Deep Red, Magenta,
Deep Yellow, Lemon and Turquoise.
Rolling Pin.
Sharp Knife.
Ruler or Straight Edge.
Silver Fimo Powder and Silver Pen.
Spiral Paper Punch.
Scrap of Acetate.
UHU All Purpose Adhesive.
Card Mount: SF03U-69 Cryogen White.

To Make The Card:
Use about a 1⁄4 block of deep blue and roll to

approx. 2mm deep. Cut a rectangle of 5cm x
4cm and trim the bottom edge to a hill shape as
shown in the assembly diagram. Bake this piece
now as it is easier to fit the hill against a solid
sky piece.

While the sky is baking wash your hands and
make the components for the sheep. Use some
white Fimo and roll it into a long thin sausage
approx. 2mm in diameter.
Cut this into 2cm lengths
and coil into spirals, you 
will need nine spirals in all. 

Place these spirals in a
small, rough circle overlap-
ping each one slightly, see
diagram on the right. Set
this ring aside and make two
small balls for the eyes about 2mm in diameter,
set these aside safely – they’re easy to lose.

Use black to make the sheep’s head and ears.
Make an oval approx. 15mm x 10mm for the
head and two teardrop shaped ears about 1cm
long. Roll a sausage of black approx. 2.5cm long
and 4mm diameter and bend into a ‘u’ shape for
the legs. Set these aside.

Use approx. 1⁄4 block of medium green and roll
to a depth of approx. 2mm to match the sky. Lay
the sky bottom edge lightly over the green and
cut the green to fit the sky. Lift the sky to remove
the green from underneath it and place the green
onto an ovenproof surface, butt the sky up to the
green so it fits like a jigsaw and trim the green so
the whole sky/hill panel measures 65mm deep.

Roll out some light green to approx. 2mm
deep and 5cm x 3cm. Cut the top edge to a nice
hill shape using the assembly diagram as a guide
to the shape. 

Roll out some deep green to 2mm deep and
3cm x 3cm, lay the light green hill over the left

Actual Size
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edge of the deep green and trim the deep green
to fit the light green hill. Trim the top of the deep
green to a nice hill shape again using the assem-
bly diagram as a guide to the shape. Place these
two hills onto the sky panel making sure they are
nicely butted together. Trim the outside edges to
the same size as the bottom green panel. 

Assemble the sheep onto this panel beginning
with the legs. Position the legs with the curve at
the top about in the centre and approx 5mm up
from the bottom edge as shown. Place the ring
of white spirals (the sheep’s body) over the legs
and press into place. Press the head onto the
body and the ears either side pressing lightly into
place. Press the two white eyes into place and
add a tiny black pupil to each – choose carefully
where to place these as their position gives the
sheep it’s expression. Cut a cross at the bottom of
the face for a mouth.

Cut a star from some rolled white Fimo and
dust with silver powder. Press into place on the
sky. Bake this panel in the oven.

Roll pea sized pieces of Fimo into balls for
the border design, flatten the ball and cut into a
square of about 6mm. Don’t worry if each square
is slightly different as this gives the border a
unique, ‘friendly’ look.

Make two rows of 10 squares and two rows
of 7 squares, cut a straight edge along each strip,

this flat edge will butt against the picture. If a
strip is too long or too short it can be trimmed or
stretched gently to fit.

Press the border against the picture. To ensure
it is attached, use a ruler or similar flat edged
tool and push against the border, this will give
your picture nice straight edges.

Bake this in the oven. Note: Always check the
packaging for baking times and temperature as
they can vary between types. When cooled add
the star rays using a silver pen.

Using the paper punch, make a spiral in the
scrap of acetate. Discard the actual spiral and use
the background piece as a stencil for the spiral
border design. Lay this stencil on the card and
make a light pencil dot in the centre, re-position
the stencil and mark again continue making 
9 marks in total. Once you have them nicely
spaced replace the stencil over each mark and
use the silver pen to trace the shape.
Above: The same design mounted onto a white panel
covered in ivory Angel Hair on a silver card blank with
holographic purple sticker wording (ZL524U-76).

Actual Size - Assembly Diagram



Sparkle Snowflake
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By Lynn Holt
I made my design using a ‘free’

Pergamano pattern for the back-
ground and a Pergamano snowflake
stamp. I’m not sure if the stamp is still
available but if you can’t find it in the
shops, you can trace the design from
the magazine (with kind permission
from Pergamano International).

The instructions assume that 
you will be tracing the snowflake
design so it is shown in two parts. 
If you have the stamp, make two
images and emboss with white
sparkle powder then cut each to
resemble the diagrams.

Materials Required:
Pergamano Snowflake Stamp and
Background Pattern (both optional).
4 Needle Perforating Tool: PGT014.
Curved Parchment Scissors.

Mapping Pen and White Ink.
Perforating and Embossing Mats.
Small Ball Embossing Tool. 
A4 Tracing Paper: TR003.
White Sparkle Embossing Powder:
EPO04.
Embossing Pen (for embossing 
powder, not parchment embossing).
Heat Gun.
Holographic Paper and Plasma Blue
Hi-5 Paper.
Light Blue Swirl Pattern Background
Paper.
5mm Silver Diamante Gem.
Gold Label: XL460U-02 Silver Border
and XL283U-02 Wording.
Double Sided Tape.
Card Mount: SF06U-30 Smooth
White.Actual Size 
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To Make The Card:
Cut the holographic paper to 134 x 134mm

square, the plasma blue paper to 130 x 130mm
square, the blue swirl paper to 105 x 105mm and
mount these centrally onto the front of the card,
largest first and smallest last.

Cut a 110 x 110mm square from the tracing
paper, this will be cut to the exact size later.
If you photocopy the pattern diagram on the
left you can use this to prick through instead of
marking all the dots, you will still need to mark
the embossing points as described below though.
Bear in mind that some copiers shrink or stretch
the image slightly in one direction as they copy
which would not be any use for this pattern.

Position the tracing square over the back-
ground pattern diagram in the magazine and
tape lightly in place. Make largish dots to mark
the embossing points using the mapping pen
and white ink. If you aren’t using a photocopy
then also mark all the four hole dots in white
ink. Lightly mark the corner positions for cutting
to size later. 

1. Remove the tracing from the page (or leave 
it attached if on a photocopy). Place the tracing 
on the perforating mat and prick through the
marked dots with the four needle tool. 
2. Remove the photocopy and turn the tracing
face down on the embossing mat. Emboss all the
larger marked dots using the ball embossing tool. 

Place the work back on the perforating mat
and cut through the centres of all the four hole
sets with the parchment scissors as follows.

1

2

3. Turn the work and
perforating mat togeth-
er to a natural angle for
cutting with the curved
scissors and snip
between the top two
holes in each set of four
as shown by the white
lines. Work across the
whole design.
4. Turn the mat and
work together round
by 90˚ and snip the top
two holes in each set of
four as shown by the
yellow lines.
5. Turn the mat and
work by 90˚ once again
and snip the top two
holes as shown by the
green lines.
6. Turn the mat and
work again and snip
across the top two holes
as shown by the mauve
lines. This time a tiny
piece of parchment will
come away from the
centre of each cross. 

Cut along the
marked corner lines
using a ruler to keep
the edges straight.
Glue the finished 

background onto the card by the very edges only 
and run a line of border stickers over the join
between this square and the plasma blue paper.

3

4

5

6
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Place the
tracing paper
over each 
diagram below
and trace over
the lines using
the embossing
pen. Sprinkle
with emboss-
ing powder
and emboss
using the heat
gun. 

Leave to
cool for a moment then cut just outside the lines
to make the two parts of the snowflake. 

Stick the snowflakes together and onto the
card using a small piece of double sided tape
in the centre only. Glue the diamante onto the
centre of the snowflake and add the sticker
greeting to finish.

Original Snowflake and Background Pattern
Design By Pergamano International. 

Actual Size - Bottom Snowflake Actual Size - Top Snowflake

Above: This snowflake was drawn using the embossing
pen and embossed with white sparkle powder. The first
layer was worked onto translucent blue paper to match
the mount and the top layer on translucent white. The
mulberry paper background has silver pen crosses and
tulip paint dots instead of the cutting and embossing on
the parchment version.

Right: This snowflake was also drawn and embossed
this time with black sparkle powder making it really
stand out from it’s background. This time I drew the
first layer onto silver translucent paper which stops it
looking too similar to the mulberry paper behind and
added a white/silver sticker snowflake to the centre.
The design is mounted on a black glitter card to match
the black embossing powder.



Stitched on 18 count White Aida using 2
strands for the cross stitch and 1 strand for the
backstitch. This design fits an AP50P Winter 
card. Stitch Count: width 39 x depth 56.

Winter Bouquet
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By Kathleen Stroud

ANCHOR                                DMC  MADEIRA

A   -   253    Pale Acid Green    472              1604
B        257    Bright Green          703              1307
C   -   261    Lt. Olive Green   3363              1512
D       246    Dark Green            986              1405
E   -   262    Deep Green           987              1402
F    -   861    Olive Green         3362              1514
G   -   213    Pale Green           3348              1511
H       265    Medium Green     989              1403
I     -   259    V. Pale Green         369              1309
J         46      Bright Red             666              0209
K   -   288    Lemon Yellow       445              0103
L   -   303    Orange                   741              0201
M  -   942    Beige                       739              2014
N       277    Dark Brown           869              2105
O   -   2        Off White               712              2101
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By Catherine Challinor
This is part two of my article on Chinese year

motifs, these six motifs complete the set (the first
part is shown in issue 38). The names for the
characters are shown in English on each of the
stitch charts. 

To make cards for your family and friends all
you need to know is the year they were born,
then you can easily work out which symbol to
use from the table of years on the next page.
Remember the Chinese calendar is based on the
cycles of the moon so the date of the new year
is not fixed, it will fall somewhere between late
January and early February each year. 

Therefore someone born even in late January
or early February may well be the animal for the
previous year in the table of years. To give you
some idea of the variation, this year (2005) the
new year began on February 9th, next year (2006)
it will begin on January 29th and the following
year on February 18th. 

You don’t need to wait for a particular year 
to come round for it to be appropriate to give

Year of the Snake Year of the Horse

a year card, although it makes it extra special if it 
happens to be their year as well. An insert saying
‘Born in the Year of ... ‘ is a great way of letting
the recipient know what it’s all about.

The traditional Chinese colour theme for luck
is red and black, I have stitched my designs all 
in black on 14 count aida using two strands for
the stitching and one for the outlines. They look
really lovely mounted into red and gold cards,
this is done by ‘double mounting’. The pearl
cards in gold glitter, white glitter and black
glitter also make beautiful cards or frames to
suit these designs.

Year of the GoatYear of the Dragon
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I mounted these designs
using frames on single fold
cards or double mounting 
using cards with large apertures
and smaller ones behind. This
allows a large area of colour
from the card behind to show
through and looks lovely with
tapered black strips of card
placed between the apertures. I
have embellished all the cards
with bamboo pieces from the
peel off sheet XL530U.

On the previous page, the main picture
(Snake) is a red AP06G with an AP87M gold 
glitter card behind. The Horse is mounted on 
an SF03M black glitter card with a red frame 
cut by hand and a white glitter frame cut from 
an AP66M on top. The Dragon is mounted

behind an AP87U 
red front panel which 
is mounted into an
AP12M gold card. 

On this page the Goat is mounted in a 
double frame cut from a silver AP87M and a
gold AP58M, these are mounted onto a black 
glitter SF06M. The Rabbit is mounted into an
AP58M white glitter card with hand cut black
and white frames behind. The Monkey is shown
in an AP56M gold card with the front panel of an
AP87U red card behind. If you prefer standard
mounting, all the designs fit into AP87U/M or
AP66U/M cards.

Year of the Monkey

Year of the Rabbit

TABLE OF YEARS

RAT                   1936         1948         1960         1972         1984         1996
OX                     1937         1949         1961         1973         1985         1997
TIGER              1938         1950         1962         1974         1986         1998
RABBIT            1939         1951         1963         1975         1987         1999
DRAGON        1940         1952         1964         1976         1988         2000
SNAKE             1941         1953         1965         1977         1989         2001
HORSE             1942         1954         1966         1978         1990         2002
GOAT               1943         1955         1967         1979         1991         2003
MONKEY        1944         1956         1968         1980         1992         2004
ROOSTER        1945         1957         1969         1981         1993         2005
DOG                 1946         1958         1970         1982         1994         2006
PIG                    1947         1959         1971         1983         1995         2007
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By Anne Ellis
I sell these tags in packs of 5 and they prove 

very popular with customers looking for a nice 
tag for their special presents. They are cut from 
A4 card and one sheet makes around 15 tags 
with offcuts of wrapping paper combined with 
little odds and ends from my scrap box. 

Materials Required:
Cream Parch Marque Card 1 x A4.
Foiled, Corrugated or Plain Card 
Scraps.
Christmas Wrapping Paper Scraps.
Deckled Edge Scissors.
Craft Knife or Scissors.
Holographic Parcel Ribbon.
Star Stickers and a Hole 
Punch.
Sticky Fixers and Clear Tape. To Make The Tags:

Using the deckled scissors cut
the cream card to rectangles, the exact
size is unimportant, mine are about
55mm x 65mm. Use the hole punch
to make a hole for the ribbon in the
centre of the top edge.

Cut the thin triangle tree shapes from card, use a
pretty foiled or corrugated card or use plain card and
cover with a pretty paper. 

Use parcel ribbon to add decoration to the tree
folding it over the back and holding in place with a

little clear tape. Cut a trunk from a card scrap
to match, contrast or tone with the ribbon
decoration. 

Use small pieces of sticky fixer to fix the
tree and trunk diagonally across the tag and

add a peel off star.
Cut a 20cm length of ribbon, place the two

ends together and feed through the hole on the
gift tag from the back. Feed the ends through the

loop and pull tight to make a neat knot.
These also look really good made a little larger

and used as a panel to make a lovely, matching
Christmas card.

Tree Tags
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Designer Profile
I have not always had a passion for crafts; in

fact at school I was one of the children who was
discouraged by teachers because I was no good
at art. In my early twenties when my sons were
small I discovered the joys of cutting, sticking
and many other ways of working with paper.
Together we made
cards for every imag-
inable occasion but as
the boys grew out of
our crafting sessions
I found that I did not
want to stop. 

For the next few
years, I satisfied my
passion for crafts by
continuing to make
cards for family and friends, often from the kits 
I received for every birthday, Christmas and
Mother’s Day. It was not until I remarried four
years ago that I first began to design my own
cards, more from necessity than anything else. I
could not find the perfect wedding stationary
and after a few weeks of fruitless searching,
decided that I could do better myself. Shortly
after that, the very people that had been receiv-
ing my cards for years began to ask me to make
cards for them. 

My big break came in 2003 when I attended a
talk at a local writer’s group on writing for craft
magazines, my first published designs appearing
in the shops in December. I continued selling

cards to family and
friends, later adding
my stepmother ’s
yoga students to my
list of customers. In
March this year I
opened a small craft
shop, specialising in
scrapbooking and
card making sup-
plies and of course,
a wide selection of
handmade cards.
For the first time I
have plenty of space
in which to work, as

I have two tables
for classes at the
shop and work on
my designs during
quiet periods.
Along the way,
Craft Creations
Magazine has
been an invaluable
source of inspira-
tion and now I get
to stock it in the
shop too.

I never sketch a
design in advance,
as I prefer just 
to get down to 
the making. Occasionally, I have to throw out 
the prototype and start again but mostly they
turn out as I picture them in my mind’s eye. My
favourite cards are the ones that have been made
from the scraps left over from other projects or
the papers and packaging that I am always
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collecting. I am a fan of recycled resources for
protecting both the environment and the pocket!

Winter Tree
The tree is the backing sheet from one cut

from brown self-adhesive felt for an autumn ‘best
wishes’ card. The snowflakes were punched from
artwork in an old magazine. A simple peel off
message completes this
very quick card.

3D Angel
This card is a combi-

nation of three rubber
stamps and is coloured
with regular and metallic
pencils. The angel was
stamped twice more on
scrap card and the raised
sections cut out and
attached with foam tape.

Thread Christmas Cards
A ‘Form-A-Line’ card kit bought for me as a

gift inspired these cards. Once I had figured out

how they work, I 
drew the designs on 
to scrap paper, which
was then laid over the
card as a template to
pierce the holes. The
threads were left over
from old cross-stitch
projects.

Folk Art Love
Card

This is another card
made almost entirely
from scraps.  The heart strip across the middle 
is the waste from punching out the hearts and
was originally packing in a cellophane bagged
magazine. The flowers are again punched from 
a magazine and this time built up in layers on
the corners. 

Wedding Card
I like to use layers to add depth and interest

to my designs. This card uses a combination
of two-tone card and lilac paper, cut with deckle 
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edge scissors 
to complement 
the central image,
which was cut from
a wedding insur-
ance advertisement.

Wedgwood
Blue Birthday

This tiny ‘world
heart’ rubber stamp
was repeated on
small scraps of card
and layered onto
two tone card with
foam tape. The front
edge of the card was punched to give a lacy
effect.

Butterfly Birthday
A collage of punched and cut out flowers

from a plant catalogue forms the central panel
for this card. The butterfly overlay is a section
cut from cellophane wrapping from a floral 
bouquet, secured with mini eyelets and mounted
on to the card with double sided tape.

Dinosaurs
Another simple rubber stamped and layered

card suitable for a boy’s birthday.

Teacher
The quirky design was stamped in red and

coloured with pencils to complement the darker
red of the card. Peel off letters were added 
vertically both to add interest and to allow
sufficient space to avoid trimming the arches. 



Snowflake Folding
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By Sue Dix

Materials Required:
Snowflake Background Paper: BP030.
Scrap of White Pearlescent Card or a 
Die Cut Snowflake.
144mm x 144mm Paper Squares: 
Light Blue, Medium Blue, Dark Blue 
and Silver. 
Confetti Snowflakes: White 
and Holographic.
Peel Off Snowflakes: ZL493U-72
Holographic Silver.
Peel Off Snowflakes: XL442U-08 White.
Peel Off Lines: XL500U-02 Silver.
Acrylic Glitter Glaze.
Tiny Paintbrush.
Mini Fixer Pads: ADH18.
Double Sided Tape and Clear Tape.
UHU Clear Adhesive (black top): ADH01.
Card Mount: DEC6U-45 Hammer White.

To Make The Card:
Cut the coloured papers into squares as 

follows. Silver to 140mm square, the darker
blue to 132mm square, the light blue to 129mm
and the medium blue to 124mm. Glue the silver
square centrally onto the card front and the
others centrally onto this in size order.

Cut four 6.5cm squares from the snowflake
paper and fold each following the instructions
below. 

1. Place the square patterned side up. Fold in half
horizontally, unfold, fold vertically and unfold
again making sure the creases are sharp.

1 2 3

4a 4b

2. Turn the square pattern side down and crease
across both diagonals unfolding between the
steps as before.
3. Still with the pattern side down, lift the bottom
edge bringing the top and bottom together and
pushing the sides in to form a triangle with the
design on the outside.

4a. Lift point ‘A’ forward towards the centre
of the triangle. 4b. Squash slightly to open the
point, insert the pointed end of a pen or pencil
right into the fold to help open it nicely, remove
the pen and flatten the fold. 
5. Turn over and
repeat the fold on
the reverse. Both
front and back
should now look
like this. 5
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6. Unfold the square, lay flat with the patterned
side down and cut across the diagonal as shown
making sure the crease lines are in the positions
shown.
7. Re-fold both triangles along the crease lines
giving you two identical shapes like this. This
not only saves on paper but makes the finished
design less bulky.
8. Interlock 
the shapes as
shown tucking
the left hand
edge of the
right piece
(shown in a
different colour for clarity) under the right centre
of the left piece and glue or tape from behind. 

6 7

8

9 10

9. Work round in the same way to complete the
circle, taping the pieces on the back as you go.
10. Using this diagram as a template, cut eight
shapes from snowflake paper.

11 12

11 Tape the shapes into position behind the
rosette as shown.
12. Position the completed rosette on the back-
ground with one point of the inner circle going

vertically up the centre as shown by the arrow.
Glue the rosette into place by the centre only so
the points can be lifted up.

Add the sequin snowflakes, stick them on
using UHU glue or a small piece of double sided
tape in the centre. Carefully lift each point from
the outer circle in turn and stick a holographic
snowflake sequin onto the background, lining the
centre with the point on the rosette each time. 

Carefully lift each point from the inner circle
in turn and place a white snowflake sequin
below lining the centre with the point as before. 

The large centre snowflake is a pre-cut card
shape, you can cut your own snowflake from
white pearlescent card if you can’t get hold of 
a pre-cut one. Stick this to the centre using a
mini fixer. Stick two large holographic sticker
snowflakes back to back, use a mini fixer to stick
this to the centre of the rosette. Add a small
white sticker snowflake to the centre of this.

Run a silver sticker border round the edge
of the mid blue background paper and place a
silver holographic sticker snowflake onto each
corner with a small white
sticker snowflake onto the
centre of each as well.

Finally to give the whole
thing a little extra sparkle,
add some dots of acrylic
glitter glaze around the 
corner snowflakes using 
a very small paintbrush.
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By Millie Groves

Materials Required:
Hi-5 Morphing Mauve Paper.
Gold Label Stickers: XL170U-07 Borders, XL003U-02
Stars and XL458U-02 Happy Christmas (similar).
Scrap of Silver Linen Finish Card.
Tracing Paper, Ruler and Pencil.
Scissors or Craft Knife.
Double Sided Tape.
Card Mount: DEC3U-43 Linen White.

To Make The Card:
You can make two different size trees from the

shapes in the diagram below. The main picture
(right) shows a large size tree which uses the three
larger shaped pieces and not the smallest. To make 
a smaller tree use the three smaller pieces and not
the largest.

Trace the three larger tree pieces and the large 
pot including the dotted lines from the diagram
below using a ruler for the straight lines.

Actual Size
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Turn the tracing face down and retrace the
shapes over the relevant coloured paper and card
pressing firmly to indent the lines then cut out
the shapes. Score along the dotted lines using an
empty ball point pen.

Decorate the tree pieces before folding the
tabs as it is much easier with the card laying 
nice and flat. The border sticker sheet XL170 has
some very nice waste pieces which make perfect
decorative strips and ovals for these little trees. 

All three pieces are decorated in the same
way. Working from the left edge, curve a strip
along the edge of one of the tree pieces. At the
end of the first curve take it straight across to the
centre of the opposite straight edge as shown.

Place another strip along the right hand curve
meeting the first strip in the middle.

Stick the tiny ovals onto the sections, for best
effect place them roughly in widely spaced diag-
onal lines. Place double sided tape on the tabs of
all the pieces including the pot and fold along
the scored lines. Make a very light pencil mark
in the centre of the front panel of the card about
3cm down from the top. Peel the backing from
the tape on the smallest section of the tree, with
the flaps folded, gently squeeze the sides of the
section so it curves. Stick the section onto the
front panel of the card with the top point on the
pencil mark. The middle section fits inside the
top piece, place it so the tabs just about overlap
the lower edges of the tabs on the top piece. Stick
the large section into the middle section in the
same way. Stick the pot underneath the lowest
section with as much as you like showing under
the tree.

Add a peel off star to the top of the tree and
the wording to the left and at an angle. 
Above: This is a small size tree made from holographic
stars paper, I have used the same strips to decorate the
sections and stars in different sizes instead of the ovals.

Left: I used deep green background paper (SR006P) for
the tree sections, pot and star. The pot and star are also
covered with gold Angel Hair paper (AH01A4). The
wording is ZL534U-75 Holographic Green.
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By Mary Garratt
These very stylish, tiny quilled

Christmas trees are made from
one of the most basic quilled
shapes and make perfect gift tags
or Christmas cards.

Materials Required:
3mm Quilling Paper: Gold, Dark
Green and Black.
Quilling Tool.
Scraps of Shiny Gold Card.
Approx. 1cm wide Gold Sequin
Stars.
UHU Clear Glue: ADH01.
Peel Off Stickers: Tiny Dots in (01) Gold and (02) Silver. Borders in
(01) Gold, (14) Red with Gold, (16) White with Gold or Colours of
Your Choice.
Card Mount: See Individual
Instructions.

Red Border Cards:
1. Cut a 35cm length of gold quilling
paper and wind on the tool. Drop the
coil from the tool and leave to unwind
a little then glue the end. 

2. Squeeze a little glue onto a spare piece of 
card in preparation. Pull the coils to one side 
and hold. Apply glue with a cocktail stick to
keep them in place where shown and hold for
a moment until the glue dries. 
3. Pinch the opposite end of the coil to form 
a teardrop shape. Apply some narrow border
pieces across the front of the quilled shape at
an angle, these ones were some waste pieces
from a sheet of borders.

This size quilled shape will make a complete
tree for a gift tag or to fit into the AP64 round top
aperture card which is shown here in deep red. 

Cut a small pot from gold card or paper, the
exact shape and size are not important, the pots
on these cards were approx. 1cm square before
shaping. Cut a 1cm length of black quilling paper
and glue onto the back of the pot with about half
sticking out at the top. Select a 1cm gold sequin
star and place all the pieces onto the card mount.
When you are happy with the position glue the
pieces into place.

To make the gift tag I used a cut down SF05U
card. Fold the card and trim while folded to
50mm x 75mm, this gives a neater fit for the tiny
tree. I added a pretty deckled border round the
edge of the card using XL424U-14, which is red
with a gold edge.

1

2 3
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To make the red
Christmas card, work
the tree onto a piece 
of plain white card.
Mount the tree on it’s
white background into
the aperture and add 
a piece of the same
deckled border with 
the straight edge along
the lower edge of the aperture. 

Run a medium thickness straight gold border
(XL500U) along the very edge of the aperture all
round, covering the lower edge of the deckled
border piece. Add a greeting to finish, my Merry
Christmas is from the ZL524U sheet which has
very pretty snow topped letters.

White Border Cards:
These are made in very much the same way

as the red cards but with smaller coils to make
three section trees. Cut three 20cm lengths 
of dark green quilling paper and make three
teardrops as described previously. 

The small dots applied to the front are waste
dots from another sticker sheet, the Christmas
tree sheet XL184U-01 is a good one for spare
dots. Pick up each dot on the point of a craft
knife and apply to the surface of the quilling.
Make a pot and stem for the tree and stick onto
the card as before. Add borders as desired, mine
are zigzag (XL423U-16) and deckled XL424U-16
both in white with a gold edge. 

Gold Border Card:
Although still quite small, this tree is a little

larger (approx. 3.5cm x 5cm). It’s made from 3
complete lengths of dark green quilling paper. 

Using one full length of green paper make a
closed offset coil as described earlier. Wind (by
hand) a second full length round the outside of
this gluing at the base on each turn. Work anoth-
er length round this in the same way then pinch
the top third of this large offset coil to a point.

Cut a 35cm length of gold paper for the pot
and make a loose closed coil. Pinch at both ends
to make the shape shown and use this for the
pot. I mounted this tree into
an AP56 card with gold paper
behind and used holographic
gold borders (ZL423U-71) and
wording (ZL525U-71).
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By Joanne Sanderson
Stitched on 14 count Red Aida using 2 

strands for the cross stitch and 1 strand for
the backstitch. This design fits an AP78U card.
Stitch Count: width 29 x depth 37.

This card has been stitched using DMC
thread. Using Anchor or Madeira threads may

DMC                              ANCHOR  MADEIRA

A  -  503      Lt. Sea Green      875             1511
B   -  562      Jade Green          210             1214
C  -  712      Cream                  276             2014
D  -  738      Lt. Tan                 361             2012
E   -  436      Medium Tan       363             2010
F   -  841      Lt.Beige Brown  378             1911
G      938      Dark Brown        381             2006
         890      Dk. Grn. Lines  1044             1404

give a slightly different, although equally
pleasing, finished result. 



Fireside Cat
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By Victoria Grice

Materials Required:
A4 Sheet of Thin White Card.
Red Embossed Pattern Card 9cm Square.
Brick or Stone Effect Paper 7cm x 9cm.
Deep Green and White Vivelle.
Small Piece of Beige Fur Fabric.
Scrap of Thin Wood Veneer.
Woodstain or Brown Felt Tipped Pen.
Clear Nail Varnish and Red Glitter Glue.
A4 Gold Mirri Card.
Self Adhesive Felt: Black SAF07 and Red SAF02.
Mulberry Paper: Red, Sienna and Orange.
Gold, Red and Green Holographic Card.
Tinsel Pipe Cleaners: 
1 x Gold PIP24 and 2 x Green PIP26.
Scroll Border Punch.
Tracing Paper and Pencil.
Knife and Ruler.
Small Red/Gold Ribbon Bow.
Holographic Gold Label Stickers: 
ZL474U-75 Stars and ZL494U-71 Candles.
Gold Label Stickers: XL283U-01 Seasons
Greetings, XL474U-01 Gold Stars and 
XL093U-01 Poinsettia and Holly.

Double Sided Tape and Magic Tape.
Silicone Glue: SG001.
Sticky Fixer Pads and P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: SF08U-46 Hammer Cream.

To Make The Card:
Using a sharp knife and ruler cut a piece of

the thin white card to 9cm x 19.5cm and work 
the background onto it as follows.
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Cut a piece of red embossed paper to 9cm
wide by 8cm long and stick onto the top third 
of the card. Cut the brick or stone effect paper
(available from dolls’ house suppliers) to 9cm
wide by 6.5cm long and stick onto the middle of
the card just below the red paper. Cut the green
Vivelle to 9cm wide by 4.5cm long and stick it
onto the lower third of the card butting the edge
against the brick paper.

Cut a 5mm deep strip of gold Mirri to cover
the join between the brick and carpet and stick
into place.

Trim this background all round to give it nice
neat edges and to ensure none of the card behind
is showing. The finished size should be 8.5cm x
19cm. 

Cut a 1cm deep strip of veneer to the exact
width of the trimmed panel. Stain the veneer
with dark woodstain or use a brown felt tip to
colour it and leave to dry. Paint over with clear
nail varnish and leave to dry again. Glue the
veneer strip on the background covering the join
between the red paper and bricks. 

Cut a panel of gold Mirri card to 9cm x
19.5cm and glue the ‘wall’ centrally onto it.

Cut a fire surround from gold Mirri using the
diagram on the previous page for the measure-
ments. Place strips of double sided tape on the
back of the fire surround and stick it on the black
self adhesive felt. Trim the outer edges of the
black felt to fit leaving the centre intact then
decorate the fire surround with tiny gold stars.

Tear small pieces of Mulberry paper to create
the heat effect. Decide on a rough shape for the
orange which goes at the back, make a damp line
on the paper and tear away the excess which will
feather the edge nicely. Next tear a slightly small-
er and roughly the same shape piece of sienna
and finally a smaller piece of red. When you are
happy with the effect stick them onto the black
felt using P.V.A. glue (see the photo for position). 

Cut a piece of
red holographic
card using the
diagram on the
right for the size.
Cut small ‘coals’
from black felt
and stick them
onto this red shape overlapping the top edge so
the hard, curved line does not show. Stick this
section into the fireplace lining the bottom edge
to the bottom of the felt.

Cut tiny flame shapes from gold holographic
card and arrange amongst the coals sticking
them into place as you go. Punch out a ‘fret’ from
gold Mirri using a border punch and attach to
the fire using small
pieces of sticky fixer.
Stick the whole fire
onto the brick panel
aligning the lower
edge with the bottom
of the gold strip.

Cut out the rug from fur fabric using the
diagram above for size. Stick this onto the carpet
right in front of the fire using silicone glue.

Peel and stick a
45cm square of white
Vivelle onto some of
the thin card. Trace
the cat from the dia-
gram and transfer to
the back of the card.
Cut out the Vivelle cat
and stick him onto
the rug using silicone
glue. Add three tiny
green holographic
stars to make a collar round his neck.

Make the Poinsettia swag from the waste
pieces on XL093 (I used the actual outline sticker
on the card over the page) on some holographic
red card. Stick the magic tape over the waste
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pieces you want to pick up and press down very
firmly over the shapes. Slowly peel back the tape
from one corner checking as you peel that all the
pieces you want are being picked up, if any are
not coming off, lay the tape down again just as
far as necessary and rub over that again until it
is picked up. Transfer one large and two small
Poinsettias onto a piece of holographic red card
leaving a bit of space around each. Cut each of
them out leaving a narrow border all round. 

Stick five single holly leaf stickers and two
pairs of leaves including the berries onto green
holographic card and trim to the stickers. Use
silicone to glue the two small poinsettias onto the
veneer leaving enough space between them for
the larger one and sticking a single green holly
leaf under the edge of each (see photo).

Using a dab of silicone, stick three single
green leaves to the back of the large Poinsettia
roughly on the thirds. Use small pieces of sticky
fixer to stick this onto the veneer so it stands
away from the background. Stick the holographic
gold candles onto the mantel, one each side and
stick a pair of green
leaves onto the base
of each. 

Cut the Christmas
stocking from red felt and
the furry top from white
Vivelle. Glue the fur onto
the stocking so the very
top is just hidden by the
fur. Cut sticky fixers to 
fit behind the stocking
and stick it onto the 
background just touching
the lower edge of the
veneer.

To make the wreath,
twist the two green tinsel
pipe cleaners together
and then into a circle the same size as the circle
below cutting off any excess.

Twist the gold
tinsel pipe cleaner
around the green
as shown in this
diagram and cut
off any excess
length. Stick the
wreath onto the
background using
silicone glue.

Add the peel off greeting to the wall above
the wreath. Stick the bow onto the wreath and
add little dots of glitter glue to resemble small
red berries. Use the red glitter glue over the
berries on the holographic green holly stickers
under the candles. 

Leave the card aside for a couple of days
while the silicone glue dries completely before
packaging.
Above: This card is very similar but uses the real
Poinsettia stickers not the waste pieces. The candles
are made from rolled pieces of holographic paper with
paper flames that were cut by hand. As you can see the
cat looks just as good either way round, this time he is
on a black fur rug.
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By Vi Lawrence
I once read that a farmer, seeing his

wife’s embroidery of this stitch work 
on gingham fabric, said it looked like
chicken scratchings. The stitching is
usually done on gingham (I’ve included
an example) and the name has somehow
stayed with it.

Materials Required:
Pricking Mat and Tool.
2 Dressmakers Pins and an 
Embroidery Needle.
Happy Christmas Peel Off Stickers.
Leftover Spots from Peel Off Stickers.
Tracing Paper and Pencil.
Scrap of Gold Paper.
Green and Gold Coats Reflecta Thread.
Clear Sticky Tape.
Low Tack Tape.
Card Mount: PS009 White and an insert sheet.

To Make The Card:
The basic pattern is always worked over the

same size and type of grid. Using select parts of
the grid will give you different shapes, like the
Christmas tree designs on this page. The diagram

below left is for the tree shape, a full grid pattern
for any of the cards is shown on the next page.

Some of the stitch lines at the sides and 
bottom of the tree are a little shorter than fits the
standard grid pattern to make a more natural
tree shape. The orange dots show where the grid
would usually finish and are there just for refer-
ence, use the smaller yellow dots instead.

Place the tracing paper over the diagram and
tape lightly in place. Make a tiny dot over the
centre of each yellow circle including the smaller
yellow circles. The black lines are for guidance
and don’t need to be traced. 

Place the card face up on a pricking mat and
lay the pattern centrally onto the front flap. Hold
in place with dressmakers pins through any two
of the marked dots (use one toward each side
of the work). Prick through all of the other dots
using the pricking tool then remove the pins and
the pattern paper.

Actual Size
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Thread the needle with gold Reflecta thread
and bring the needle up through the hole marked
1 on the diagram. Pull the thread through and
tape the end on the back of the card.

Work along the row of holes in running stitch
by taking the needle back down through 2, up
through 3 and down through 4 etc. to the end.
Bring the needle up at the last hole on the next
row and work running stitch back along the row.
Work the top two rows in the same way.

Thread the needle with green Reflecta and
bring it up through the hole marked ‘A’ on the
diagram making sure it comes through behind
the gold stitch not in front of it. Take the thread
behind the other three
gold stitches in the 
set as shown. Take 
the thread all round
once more then back
down through hole
‘A’. Work each green 
circle in the same way.

Cut a pot from gold card using the diagram
for the size and shape. Glue the pot onto the card
and add some peel off dots, star and greeting to
finish. Cover back of work with an insert sheet.

To make an oblong grid embroidery card like
those shown on this page, trace the complete
grid and pin onto the
card as before. 

Prick through all
the dots for a full grid
pattern, over ging-
ham perhaps (bottom
right), or leave the

centre clear for a design with a central feature
like the other two cards shown here.

You can make a
pretty border for any
card using a single
straight pattern row
from the grid.

Actual Size

Actual Size



Christmas Pud
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By Debbie Brown

Materials Required:
Black Paper 9cm x 9cm.
Scrap of White Paper.
Scrap of Red Foiled Paper.
Red Glitter and a Cocktail Stick.
Tracing Paper and a Pencil.
Scissors or Knife.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: DEC6M-41, Creative Linen Red.

To Make The Card:
Trace the shapes from the diagram below

onto tracing paper. Turn the paper over onto the
relevant coloured paper and retrace over the
lines to transfer them. Cut out all the pieces.

Glue the plate onto the card first, then add the
pudding. Add the leaves placing the two black
ones above the pudding and the white one on
top. Apply a small circle of glue over the holly
leaf ends and sprinkle a little red glitter
over it to make a berry, tap the card and
tip off any excess glitter.

As long as you make the colour of the
leaf over the pudding the same as the
background panel you will get a similar
result. Try using a gold panel instead of

the white, or a green and gold combination (see
below left). Some spare dots from a holographic
red peel off sheet make perfect berries. 

The berries on either card would look good
made from red glitter glue if you prefer.

Actual Size



Santa’s Sleigh
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By Roreta Campbell
I do a lot of card making with my

children as, like me, they love paper
crafts and it is one of the most enjoyable
things I have ever done. We get com-
pletely carried away and make far too
many cards for our use, so we sell them
to raise money for the school as well.

Materials Required:
Paper Punches 25mm Santa Sleigh,
30mm Leaping Reindeer, 25mm & 15mm
Xmas Trees, 6mm & 12 mm Snowflakes.
Scraps of Paper: Black, Shades of Green,
Yellow and White.
Letraset Rub Down Lettering or a Fine Black Pen.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive and Mini fixers.
Pencil and Scissors.
Card Mount DEC3U-18 Deep Red.

To Make The Card:
Cut a 3cm diameter circle for the moon.

Punch out a Santa and sleigh from black paper,
the two sizes of snowflakes from white and the
trees from shades of green.

Glue the moon onto the front panel of the
card mount near the top and just to the right of
centre from side to side.

Add the rub down lettering making a nice
curved, flowing line for the reindeer to follow
and add a row of dots underneath. If you prefer
you can write the wording by hand or use small
peel off stickers. Use a pencil to lightly draw
reins between the deer and from the last deer to
the sleigh.

Stick the reindeer and sleigh onto the card
using mini fixers positioning them above the
wording and following the shape.

Glue the four 15mm trees onto the card. Glue
the three outer 25mm trees onto the card. Place a
mini fixer on the back of each of the remaining
three 25mm trees and stick them to the scene, the
fixer pads will add an extra bit of depth. Glue on

a scattering of
snowflakes in
both sizes to
finish the card.
Left: The idea also
works well in a
double aperture
card. Use acetate
in the aperture
and stick the 
reindeer, sleigh
and snowflakes 
on to it. Layer
large trees on the
card front and add
a scene of stars,
moon, snowy hills
and trees onto the
inside flap.

Above: In this version I used leaves in different sizes 
in place of some of the trees and punched both these
leaves and the small trees from shades of mauve and
white instead of the usual green.



Mary & Joseph
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By Tricia Hyde

Materials Required:
Fimo Polymer Clay: White, Dark Blue, Pale Blue
Flesh, Dark Brown, Mid Brown and Beige.
Small Rolling Pin and Board.
Deep Blue Card: 7cm x 7cm.
Self Adhesive Vinyl: ZL000U-80 Clear Sparkle.
Scrap of Turquoise Vinyl Glitter.
8mm Star Paper Punch.
Happy Christmas Rubber Stamp 
Santa Rosa By PSX: F/2190.
Slow Drying Clear Ink Pad and 
Gold Embossing Powder.
Heat Gun.
Black & Red Fine Felt Tipped Pens.
Clear Tape.
UHU Black Top Glue.
Card Mount: AP56U-30 White.

To Make The Card:
Use the assembly diagram on the following

page for the size and shape of the Fimo pieces
and for making up the figures. 

Roll out a piece of dark blue Fimo to approx.
3mm thick and cut to the shape of Mary’s dress.
Do the same with mid brown for Joseph’s robe. 

Roll balls of pink for Mary’s neck, both heads,
all the hands and feet and the baby. Keep these
aside and add to the figures as instructed below. 

Tuck Mary’s neck under the top of the dress
and add the head. Join Joseph’s head onto the
top of the robe. Roll out three very thin sausages
of beige for the stripes on the brown robe, place
them and trim to length. Add the feet to both 
figures then trim off the lower third to give them
flat bottoms.

Make thick sausages (approx. 6 to 7mm
diameter) of dark blue and dark brown for the
three arms. Attach them at the shoulders, bend
to shape then trim to length. Add a pink hand to
the end of Joseph’s arm.

Roll a small ball of dark brown for Joseph’s
beard, flatten and shape with your hands then do
the same with his hair adding both pieces to the
figures. Roll a 4cm long sausage of dark brown
for Mary’s hair, flatten slightly and drape over
her head to fall near the shoulders. 

Roll out a 2mm deep flat piece of beige
approx. 8mm x 4cm cutting the edges straight
then drape over Joseph’s head. Roll out a 2mm
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deep flat piece of pale blue approx. 8mm x 5cm
cutting the edges straight. Drape this around
Mary’s head bringing the right hand edge in
front of Joseph’s headdress. Add Joseph’s pink
hand to Mary’s shoulder, pressing it into place to
indent the headdress over the shoulder.

Mix a little dark and pale blue together and
roll out a thin sausage of blue for the band round
Mary’s headdress. Mix a little beige and mid
brown together and roll out a thin sausage of
brown for the band round Joseph’s headdress.
Attach both pieces.

Roll out a thin piece of white large enough to
wrap the front half of the baby shape. Wrap the
baby and check how it fits against Mary, flatten
or trim off the back of the baby shape to get a
good fit then add Mary’s two pink hands.

Bake in the oven following the packet instruc-
tions for temperature and time then make up the
card while the figures are cooling.

Ink the rubber stamp with the clear pad and
stamp the greeting onto the card front. Sprinkle
with gold embossing powder and heat until
embossed then leave to cool for a few moments.

Fold the card and lightly mark the aperture
shape and position on the flap behind then
unfold the card and work onto the marked flap.
Place the deep blue card over the top part of the
aperture shape ensuring the edges cover the
lines marked.

Cut a piece of clear sparkle vinyl to 4cm deep
x 6cm wide. As the vinyl is clear you need to
leave the backing in place so it stays white, glue
it into place with the top edge just under half
way up the aperture.

Punch a star from turquoise vinyl and one
from clear glitter vinyl. Glue the clear star into
place on the deep blue background and peel and
stick the turquoise star onto the front of the card. 
Above: This card shows that the exact colours are not
important as long as they are similar. I have placed the
figures on straw made from dried grass with a black
card ‘stable’. The little
sheep is made from black
and white Fimo. The
‘woolly’ look on the body
is made by pressing a 
ventilated biro top all over
the surface before baking.

Assembly Diagram - Actual Size



Winter Leaves
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By Jenny Kearley

Materials Required:
Green Wire.
6 Red Accent Beads and 
2 x 5mm Clear Beads.
Small Red Bow.
White Card 7cm x 16cm.
Silver Letter Stickers: XL564U-02.
Holographic Borderlines: 
ZL171U-72.
Old Scissors/Wire Cutters.
UHU All Purpose Adhesive.
Card Mount: AP75U-49 Hammer Red.

To Make The Card:
Glue the white card behind the

apertures then fold and glue the back
flap closed over it. 

The leaves are bent to shape free-
hand and, although I have included
a diagram for you to use as a guide it
is not necessary to get them exact so
long as the size is about right.
1. Holly leaves: Cut a 10cm length of wire and
bend to the shape of the leaf in the diagram as
follows. Begin with the stem and along the top
edge of the leaf curving in and out to shape.
Bend round the leaf tip and pinch to make the
bend a little tighter. Continue round, shaping the
lower edge until you meet the join with the stem.
Curl the wire over the stem to make a little loop,
bring it back along the centre to make the vein
and trim to fit the leaf.

Make a second leaf in the same way. Place
two accent beads on each stem, cross the stems
and add a third bead to each stem. Glue into
place putting tiny dabs of UHU on the beads and
around the leaves.
2. Mistletoe: Use a 15cm length for this. Make the
leaves over diagram 2a. Diagram 2b more clearly
shows the path of the wire. Place one bead on the
wire 2cm from one end and loop the other end
up and back through the bead, pulling through

until it forms a loop of
about 2cm. Fold the
2cm end up at a right
angle to the bead. 

Place the second bead onto the long wire 
and slide it along holding it in place close to the
first one. Loop the long end up and through this
second bead and gently pull the wire through to
match the first loop. Twist the two ends together
to form a stem and trim to about 15mm. Gently
bend the leaves to shape before gluing onto the
card as for the Holly.
3. Ivy: These are easier to do just bending to
the diagram than following any words. The ends
are twisted and the long end used for the vein as
you did for the Holly. Place the leaves together
and tie a bow around the stems then bend the
stems so the leaves are not overlapping. Glue
into place as for the others. Add the lettering and
the border stickers to finish.

1

2a

2b

3



Cracking Christmas
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By Grace Isted
Stitched on 14 count

Aida, white with a pre-
stitched gold thread. Use 
2 strands for the cross stitch
and blue backstitch and 1
strand for the green back-
stitch. The exact colours
really aren’t important, 
use any odds of thread 
in your workbox. Stitch
Count: width 69 x depth 24. 

This design fits an AP75U card
with extra apertures cut for the cracker
ends and the square apertures rounded
off a bit. The close up picture below is
actual size so you can trace the square
aperture shaping and cracker ends
from it.
Left: This option uses ‘silver thread’ Even-
weave along with blue and silver crepe
paper behind some parts of the aperture 
finishing it off beautifully.
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Above: Sylvie Browne, Kent.
White confetti, net and lace border over gold
card makes the background with bought wed-
ding motifs and plastic jewels over this. The
wording and border design are all labels.

Above: Debbie Brothwood, Shropshire.
This montage card is all about texture and
colour. I have used cream textured paper and
mesh with little snippets of hand glued and
brown painted paper. I think the wood and 
wire work really well with them.

Above: 
Cynthia Hardy, Essex. 
I have used a linen white card
with a piece of fresh green
alchemy, which is overlaid with
daisy vellum to soften the
colour. The large daisies and
dragonflies are paper punches
and the small daisies are from 
a sheet of stickers.

Left: Emily Goodwin, Greece.
A stitched design worked in
wool over plastic canvas with
flat backed jewels added.

Below: 
Sue Sharrock, Lancashire.
The footballer and footballs 
are rubber stamped with 
details added in coloured 
pencil.

Above: 
Joan Fenwick, Middlesex.
This is a good way to use up some of the pretty
birthday cards you are sent once you have fin-
ished with them. I cut two little panels and added
some calligraphy and a punched butterfly.
Right:
Mavis Wright,
Bucks.
The blue card
came free with a
recent issue of the
mag. The front is
half covered with
silver angel hair
with a border of
stars. The fan is
rubber stamped
and embossed on
silver paper and
pearls dangle
from a silver
cord. 
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Right: 
June Forbes,
Sussex. 
Happy
Birthday back-
ground paper
and a plain
gold sheet are
used for the
panel behind
the tag. A
small oval 
offcut is 
perfect for the flower motif which is
made from punched paper and wire
tendrils with a padded flower on top.
Right: F. Farrell, Hertfordshire.
The main design for this card is made
up of various gold label stickers with
a Lacé border.

Right: Shirley Roulston, Gwynedd.
A large flat backed jewel backed by
panels of pearl card, with sticker
wording and heart/flower design.
Below: Ces, Hertfordshire. 
The background is made from layers
of ribbled card, pink hammer card
and a pretty mesh with a padded bow
heart on top and upright wording on
the back flap of the card.

Left: Anne Jones, Enfield. 
Daisy corner and motif stickers were
placed on the card then the flower gems
in pink and lilac added around and over
them with individual letters used for the
wording.

Below: Jo Travis, Hertfordshire. 
Clear glitter window sticker over the aperture
with rainbow dragonflies behind. The glitter
softens the rainbow colours nicely giving a 
pretty, subtle effect.

Below: Bernd Hildebrandt, Berkshire.
A beautiful arrangement of pressed 
snowdrops.
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Gallery

Above: 
Andrea Morris, Norfolk.
I made this card for a
friend when she was
unwell. It is made from 
9 images of one rubber
stamp, each image being
embossed in gold with
some detail in each being
highlighted with glitter.
Each successive layer is 
cut smaller than the previ-
ous layer and they are
mounted on top of each
other using sticky fixers.
Right: 
Sheila Dickinson, London.
A cross stitched design
worked on 14 count Aida.
Below: 
Yvonne Bleuler, Australia.
The border is a frame cut
on a Sizzix machine. The
handlebars, saddle and
front forks are cut by hand
from card. The wheels are
hand cut from card with
slots for the thread spokes.

Above: Karen Frost, Notts.
The picture is from an old card,
the printed ribbon is stuck on the
card front and borders of stickers
edge the ribbon and aperture. 

Above: 
Pat Yeo, Somerset.
Paper punched cats on contrasting back-
grounds. Paw prints are hand drawn and
the wording is labels.

Below: 
Allison Baillie, Somerset.
The fan is made of 3 rubber stamped
images, which are folded to give the 3D
effect. The little tassels are hand made, the
Chinese symbol hand cut from gold card
and the little butterfly is made from
punched and embossed metal.

Above: Joyce McBain, Cheshire.
This is a photo of my garden
mounted into a window card
with a pre-cut cat peering
through the window.
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Above: 
Angela Holdsworth, North Yorkshire.
A floral cross stitch design worked on
14 count fabric.
Left: Mrs P. Skinner, Somerset.
The background for my card is a bit 
of left over wallpaper border, the 
fish are buttons and the seaweed and
wording are labels. I have added 
glitter air bubbles too.

Left:
Pam Cattell, Cornwall.
Nice combination of colours for 
these skeleton leaves, paper roses 
and ribbon bows.

Above: 
Kate McLean, Dorset.
This design is made using a
stencil with felt tipped pens
and a blitzer. I love using this
as you can really choose how
to blend the colours. The
design goes over to the back
panel too.
Right: 
Babs Inwood, Middlesex.
Bright paper punched flowers
backed with fern leaves and a
leafy background paper panel.
Below: 
Iris Heighway, Northampton.
A cross stitched trowel with little plastic
motifs added.

Above: Hazel Read, Lancashire.
I have cut a slot in the centre of the
card to fold back and make the revere,
which is covered with a contrast
colour to match the stripe. The number
of years is shown as a size label and
the initials of the recipients can go on
the reverse.
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